dent needs to be successful, developing successful relationships, and the superintendent as a true revenue generator.

When Grigg served on the board during the early ’90s, the association was going through an extreme period of growth, gaining about 1,000 members a year, he says. As part of the growth, the association bought land and built a new headquarters.

“It was an exciting time,” he says.

Grigg says it’s overwhelming to be president, but his education (masters degree in agronomy from Michigan State University) and prior experience helped him a lot.

“I didn’t try to build a name for myself,” he says. “You grow into the presidency position by the time you’ve become president. You need the years on the board to grow into it.”

Advice to the young
Younger superintendents can heed past presidents’ wisdom so they’re better prepared to serve the association should they be elected to do so.

Witt advises that it’s essential to have total support of one’s employer.

“They need to know it can be an eight- to 10-year process,” he says. “It’s important to paint a picture to your employer that you have an opportunity to receive training and grow exponentially in a myriad of professional skills, such as organization, leadership and time management.”

Grigg also warns superintendents they better have an understanding club and be ready to commit time.

“Some guys lost their jobs because of their board duty,” he says. “It’s time consuming, and it comes out of your personal time. My wife got straddled with raising kids more than she should have, and all my vacation days were used for my board duty.”

Witt reminds superintendents that serving on the board is a balance between work, family and the GCSAA.

“Travel is taxing, but the benefits of meeting industry peers and learning about the association far outweigh the negatives,” he says.

Woodhead recommends superintendents first get involved with the association at the local level as early as they can. Volunteer for GCSAA service or become a voting delegate.

“You have to have willingness to serve and give back to the profession,” he says. Lyon acknowledges serving on the board is a sacrifice, but those who do so make great contributions to the profession.

“Those who are afraid should step up and do it,” he says.

Walsh, a contributing editor for Golfdom, resides in Cleveland.

---

The innovative Turfco TriWave™ 60-Inch Overseeder delivers better germination and quicker establishment with less turf disruption.

• UNC study showed 30% greater germination rates versus traditional methods
• Patented floating heads follow the ground contour for consistent seed depth
• Patented WaveBlade™ technology creates optimum slit width for improved seed-to-soil contact without turf disruption
• Patented seed delivery system puts seeds directly into the slit, reducing seed waste and increasing germination
• Close 1 ½” spacing increases germination with fewer passes
• Now available as a walk-behind, the TriWave delivers even greater maneuverability and versatility

“Thank you for making me the kind of overseeder that does exactly what we want it to do.”

Dale Caldwell
Superintendent
Minneapolis Golf Club
Minneapolis, MN

To see the TriWave in action visit www.turfco.com, or call 800-679-8201 to schedule a FREE DEMO.
When pop singer and actor Justin Timberlake decided to get into the golf industry, he had three directives for his golf facility. The first directive stated that the golf course had to be "green" in terms of being environmentally responsible. The second edict declared that the facility be open to the public where it could serve the community. And the final decree affirmed that the golf facility be used to grow the game of golf.

Timberlake creates an environmental beauty that also strives to grow the game at Mirimichi GC.

BY CHRISTOPHER S. GRAY, SR.
After a visit to Mirimichi Golf Course in Millington, Tenn., it becomes apparent that Timberlake’s lofty goals are being exceeded in every imaginable way, and they’ve barely re-opened for play after some impressive renovations from the original design. They have raised the environmental bar for balancing the golfer’s experience and expectations with adapting the course features to player’s use, with protecting and enhancing the environmental features of the entire property that the golf course lies on.

Mirimichi, a Native American word meaning “place of happy retreat,” is without question one of the most dedicated and zealous golf facilities when it comes to environmental stewardship. And that stands to reason. After all, Timberlake is a true environmentalist. During his last nationwide concert tour, he hired a company to calculate the carbon footprint of each concert performance and then paid to have trees and bushes planted in each of the cities he performed in to offset that carbon impact.

With Timberlake’s commitment to being environmentally responsible, Mirimichi’s directive to be “green” became a quest to be the best.

**Environmental juggernaut**

Being a cutting-edge environmental leader, Mirimichi became the first course in the country to achieve certification as an Audubon Classic Sanctuary from Audubon International, as well as the first course in the Americas to achieve Golf Environmental Organization (GEO) Certification, an international non-profit organization, widely recognized as the leading authority on sustainable golf. Mirimichi is the only course in the world to hold both certifications.

At the helm of this unprecedented environmental juggernaut is Kenny Herzog, director of agronomy and Dustin Green, superintendent, who both manage the conditioning of the golf course. Their actual roles at Mirimichi

Continued on page 44
Above, Mirimichi has become a gathering spot for the local community. The course hosts community events every other week.

Below, Timberlake wanted area kids to get a chance to learn the game locally like he did.

Continued from page 43

extend beyond turfcare.

“Kenny and Dustin are the true leaders here at Mirimichi,” says Rich Peterson, general manager. “Everyone else at the facility is their supplemental support cast. Kenny and Dustin are empowered to pull resources from whatever department they need.”

During the grow-in stages, Green periodically sought help from the pro shop staff to become bunker crews and mowing crews to assist with the renovation project. This type of inter-department support illustrates the palpable philosophy that exists at Mirimichi of being one “family.”

“The thing I am most proud of here at Mirimichi is the way our people interact with each other on a regular basis,” boasts Peterson.

Being able to achieve this level of environmental success doesn’t come without a true dedication from every employee at the course, not just the maintenance staff. Creating and cultivating a workplace togetherness is an accomplishment that separates Mirimichi from most other facilities.

At the forefront of this team philosophy is making sure that all employees are educated with the environmental features of the facility. Every employee, from the bus boy cleaning off the tables in the restaurant to the office secretary handling phone calls, receives environmental education training about Mirimichi.

This training consists of two hours of classroom education, including a 52-page training manual and a required written test, and an additional two hours of on-course education.

“We wanted to make sure that all the golfers and guests visiting the course could ask any employee about the environmental efforts we are doing, and be able to get the right answer,” Peterson explained.

And they have a lot of environmental efforts to talk about.

With the latest renovation, the total amount of manicured turf has been reduced from 200 acres down to less than 90 acres. This dramatic drop in acreage has been beneficial in several areas. The amount of maintenance “inputs” significantly decreased, while the native areas were expanded and logically reshaped to better match the pat-
tern of the play from the golfers. This type of “adaptive management” allows for increasing the size of the native areas while decreasing the likelihood that golf balls disturb them.

Newly designed water filtration and drainage enhancements, along with recirculating creeks, have notably reduced water consumption by being able to recapture two-thirds of all the water applied to the course. The other one-third that can’t be recaptured is filtered by wetlands and turf before leaving the course. Through the constant water-monitoring program at Mirimichi, exiting water has been shown to be consistently cleaner than when it first entered the golf course ecosystem.

Continued on page 46
Their willingness to embrace new, leading-edge technology at Mirimichi has lead to several innovative renewable energy solutions. Rather than use gasoline or grid-supplied electricity to operate their golf cart fleet, Mirimichi will be utilizing solar paneled roofs on the golf carts to power the electric batteries. Argon-filled windows have been, and will continue to be, installed to help conserve energy in all the buildings because of their increased insulating ability and resistance to heat flow.

A brand new, LEED-certified clubhouse is still in the planning stages, but preparation work has already been completed that will ultimately lead to utilizing geothermal energy. “We expanded No. 1 lake and did the construction specifically for the purpose of sinking a geothermal grid into it... to provide the heating and cooling for the clubhouse,” said Peterson.

Having just finished up the renovation stages on the course, the entire staff at Mirimichi is starting to explore new environmental opportunities that can be incorporated within the operation. Already planned is an on-site, two-acre vegetable garden where vegetables and herbs will be grown for use within the food and beverage department.

**Community outreach and involvement**

Unlike many other golf facilities, Mirimichi is not simply designed to collect green fees and push through as many golfers as possible. The concept, being brought to reality, is to be a community-gathering place with a neighborhood feel, which also provides everyone with a truly special golf experience.

The popular gathering spot of Mirimichi’s community work can be found at their 10,000 square foot outdoor patio and bar, offering spectacular views of the golf course for golfers and patrons to enjoy food and beverages.

Every other Friday evening, this venue becomes host to deck parties of 150 to 200 people from the community’s families and kids. The parties feature down home cooking, like...
Growing the game
Having grown up just two minutes away from the course, Timberlake learned to play golf on the property, back when the golf course was called Big Creek. Naturally, he wants to afford the same opportunity to learn and pick up the game to anyone in his hometown. And while no one who played Big Creek would recognize the course today, the newly added practice and learning features will allow for far more people, both young and old, an avenue to enjoy the game.

The centerpiece to growing the game is the Mirimichi Performance and Learning Center; a brand new 10,000-square-foot facility that has been specifically designed for club fitting and technologically aided swing instruction. The facility includes three teaching bays that have roll-up doors that allow students to hit from inside the facility out to the driving range. The facility also features Callaway CPAS and TrackMan technology that ana-

Continued on page 48

With the latest renovation, the total amount of manicured turf has been reduced from 200 acres to less than 90.

crawfish boils, fish fries, buffets and Hawaiian-themed luaus, with whole roasted pigs. Complete with the occasional live band and dancing, these parties have helped amass an enormous amount of positive exposure and goodwill within the community.

Staying true to their environmental endeavors, Mirimichi has developed and implemented an education outreach program that focuses on their environmental projects and issues currently taking place on the property.

Along with publishing their own environmental literature, which is available at the facility, the staff regularly speaks to local groups to raise local “eco-consciousness” by explaining the environmental efforts and benefits being accomplished on the property.

Recently, one of the speaking events was held at the local hospital for the doctors and nurses to illustrate and emphasize the game of golf as a healthy recreation activity that can be included as a part of a person’s health and wellness program.
The most impressive aspect of Mirimichi is the level of comprehensiveness that has been achieved. Continued from page 47

lyzes anyone’s golf swing, from the beginner to a professional, and shows the resulting ball flight to help identify problems.

The adjacent, overly generous 100-acre practice facility features a 30-station driving range that hits out to 9 different target greens. There’s also a completely separate teaching driving range in addition to the main range.

Included within the practice facility is a short-game area that focuses on all the golf shots within 75 yards. This dedicated, spacious complex offers specialized practice for bunker shots, chipping and pitching at varying distances.

One of the coolest, and exceptionally rare, features at Mirimichi is their natural grass 18-hole putting course. With the holes averaging about 25 yards long, a player’s putting skills are constantly challenged. This miniature golf course alone makes visiting Mirimichi worth the trip.

To help hone player’s new golfing skills or just to prepare them for the Championship course, Little Mirimichi is a 9-hole, par 35 executive course, which measures out at 2,530 yards. With five sets of tees, this course provides an excellent training course for newer players, while allowing more skilled players a faster and shorter golfing experience, while testing a range of skill shots.

The par 72 championship course at Mirimichi measures out at 7,461 yards from the tips, making it long enough to challenge even the most experiences players. But with five sets of tees, the weekend hacker can still score well with the appropriate tee selection. Either way, it’s the stunning contrast of native areas, deep pit bunkers and winding creeks set against the dark green turf of the fairways and greens that everyone will remember. The large, undulating Champion Bermuda ultra dwarf greens roll true, but will challenge all golfers, regardless of skill level.

The most unique and impressive aspect of all the work being done at Mirimichi, whether it’s their environmental efforts or their efforts to grow the game, is the level of comprehensiveness that has been achieved. Mirimichi is not simply a golf course, but rather it’s a gathering place for the families and community members to come and enjoy.

Peterson sums it up best:

“If I’m a Dad, maybe after work, I bring my kids here, we get a decent meal for a good price. Then we go out and play for an hour until the sun goes down. Then I feel like a hero. That’s exactly what Justin wants.”

Christopher S. Gray, Sr. is a contributing editor to Golfdom.
Although not the case with everyone, many of us go through (or went through) the first 40 years of life without too many thoughts about such crazy things like saturated fat, trans fat, calorie intake, high fructose corn syrup, LDL levels, HDL levels, triglyceride levels or any of that alien mumbo jumbo. But, as you near that magic mark of age 40, you begin to learn and understand that strange, far-away dialect that previously never made any sense. You start to speak the alien language of health.

Ask a 20-year-old what three foods are richest in omega 3 fatty acids and they are bound to give you a strange look before answering, “Was that the planet in ‘Avatar?’” A 40-year-old is more apt to answer directly, “Salmon, flaxseeds and walnuts.”

Three things are destined to happen as you hit 40. You cannot avoid them.

1) You will know your cholesterol numbers as well as you know you social security number.

2) You may never have had to watch your weight your entire life, but you will now.

3) Lastly, you are going to turn 40. There is nothing you can do or inject or swallow or rub over your body to stop it from happening (probably it will happen with a big 4-oh surprise party thrown by loved ones who were perhaps afraid the whole world wasn’t aware of just how old you were getting).

There is something you can take heart in, though. The fact that you are reading this magazine means that you are in the golf business in some capacity and, more than likely, at some level, you are a golfer. Golfing, if nothing else, is good exercise. Frustrating as it can be at times, it is a healthy endeavor; that is assuming you don’t let your stress level rise too high during the round, which would be counterproductive to your health.

And speaking of stress, superintendents, as a whole, are a group who tend to suffer from this “ailment” perhaps more than many other professions. It comes with the job. I won’t get into all of the causes of this stress, because we all know what they are, but safe to assume there are more than a handful of things on a daily basis that makes life stressful for the average super.

So, how can the superintendent who is approaching or at that magical age of
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Probably not, but if you pay attention to your health, it’s not that bad.

BY RON FURLONG
Healthy at 40

Continued from page 49

40 stay healthy? Can they? Well, because I’m a wise old man who has gone through the “transition” into the 40s a few years ago, I can sit back now and bestow my vast wisdom to those approaching the dreaded 4-0 number.

Keep Old Tom alive

Let’s create a hypothetical superintendent. We’ll call him Old Tom.

Old Tom is about to turn 40. He is the new superintendent of a private club with high expectations and no time to wait for results. The superintendent he replaced was only there three years before he was shown the door. Let’s give Old Tom high cholesterol, high LDL numbers and low HDL. Maybe a little high blood pressure, too. Heart disease runs in his family. He has three young children and owns a home that has plummeted in value since he bought it a few years ago. Old Tom does play basketball with the boys on Thursday nights, but other than that isn’t too active. He can’t stay on the court too long before needing a blow. He just can’t seem to stay out there like he did in years past. He plays golf twice a week in the summer, but finds himself taking a cart more and more.

Old Tom has always weighed about 185 as an adult, a good weight for his 5’10” frame. His weight is now at 202.

What can we do to make Old Tom healthier? Heck, what can we do to keep...